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Black Forest Medical Group exhibits at the digital DGNC congress 

(Freiburg)  
Due to the ongoing corona pandemic, the 71st Annual Meeting of the German Society for 
Neurosurgery (DGNC) is not taking place as a face-to-face event as usual. With a booth at the 
digital congress of the DGNC, Black Forest Medical Group presents itself to virtual visitors from 
June 21st to 24th, 2020 with its well-known cranial stabilization and retractorsystems. 

Despite the unusual event format, congress participants can take advantage of many benefits relating 

the scientific exchange. They can, for example, take part in live discussions, exchange ideas with 

colleagues in the lounge area and call up lectures any time they wish to. Visiting the industrial 

exhibition is another way of gathering valuable information. 

Black Forest Medical Group is represented with a virtual booth, looking forward to welcoming 

interested visitors. The company has already been able to gain experience in the digital world in 

the past few weeks offering very successfully multiples webinars.
"We are pleased that the DGNC enables the exchange with experts in the current situation in this way," 

says Roman Maier, Managing Director of Black Forest Medical Group. "Especially in neurosurgery and 

neurosurgical medical technology, the transfer of knowledge and active communication is extremely 

important. That is why we as exhibitors are happy to support the DGNC with our participation,” he 

adds. 

Irina Bauer, Director of International Sales of the medical technology specialist, looks forward 

to familiar faces and new visitors. "There is a lot to discover at our booth," she explains, adding: 
"For example, we are showing a video clip that demonstrates the simple and safe use of our 

DORO LUCENT® iMRI Headrest System for intraoperative imaging during a real surgery." 

Together with their sales colleagues, Roman Maier and Irina Bauer will be happy to 

welcome interested parties, advising on individually fitting solutions. Visitors also have the 

opportunity to get a digital impression of the real safety and quality of the DORO® products 

using a 3D model of the proven DORO® QR3 Skull Clamp. 
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About Black Forest Medical Group: 

Evolving from 25 years of experience in neurosurgery and industry advancements, the Black Forest 

Medical Group has achieved a unique competence in neurosurgical medical technology around the 

globe.  

Neurosurgeons worldwide trust in DORO® Cranial Stabilization and Retractor Systems, to perform 

life-saving surgeries efficiently and safely. The compatibility with OR tables and surgical equipment 

from different manufacturers offers the decisive advantage.  

A large network of medical technology opinion leaders and industry experts forces innovation and 

supports the Black Forest Medical Group in following its vision to create a new world in neurosurgery. 
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Link to the 71st Annual Meeting of the German Society for Neurosurgery (DGNC) 

https://www.dgnc-kongress.de/  

 
Upon publication, we request a specimen copy. 
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